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At a February seminar, “The Fourth
Estate,” Richard Lowry charged the modern
media with demonizing moral authority fig-
ures and casting doubt on notions of truth
and objectivity.

This program was hosted by Hillsdale
College’s Center for Constructive Alternatives
and newly established Herbert H. Dow II
Program in American Journalism.

Most journalists are professionals, wor-
ried more than anything else with
beating the competition. But willingly
or not, they are also part of a media

establishment that has attitudes and values that
seep into its coverage the way cigarette smoke at
a bar gets into everything you wear; it doesn’t
matter whether you smoke or not, you stink.

This establishment at least implicitly rein-
forces the radical side in America’s culture wars.
What do I mean by the “radical side”? I am refer-
ring to those intellectuals on the Left who are
attempting to remold American society and the
way we view ourselves as human beings in keep-
ing with an extreme feminist and multicultural
world view. To illustrate what is at stake, let us go
a little far afield and examine the hot new disci-
pline of evolutionary biology. Evolutionary biolo-
gists look to our human and animal ancestors for
clues as to what survival strategies and innate dis-
positions shape who we are now. In their way, they
are engaged in the battle over human nature and
its meaning.
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Not so long ago, scientists used to disappear
into the jungle to study tribes of natives, apes, and
monkeys. You will see them in old documentaries
on the Nature Channel wearing rumpled khakis,
anxiously peering through binoculars at their
unwary subjects. What many of them concluded
was that violence and warfare were unknown
among primitive humans, which supposedly
proves that human nature is malleable and ulti-
mately pacific. Only our corrupt, patriarchal, and
repressive civilization accounts
for violence and the other
depredations of modern society.

As it turns out, this is bunk.
Margaret Mead, the famous
anthropologist who did so much
to popularize such a view, turns
out either to have deliberately
falsified her evidence or to have
been fooled by her supposedly
guileless subjects. Actually, as
any reasonable person might
expect, primitive societies were
much more violent than civilized
ones. And apes and monkeys, as we
now know, beat up on one another as
brutally as competing hordes of
British soccer fans.

So much for the pacific theory.
But as Richard Wrangham
and Dale Peterson observe in
their biological study, Demonic
Males, there is one exception. Among the
chimpanzees known as the “Bonobos” there is no
observable violent behavior. There are several
other characteristics that also set this little group
apart:  They live in a matriarchal society in which
the females lord it over the passive and easily
manipulated males; free love reigns since the
Bonobos are not loyal to their mates and will have
sex at  the slightest instigation; the females are
bisexual; and all the chimps, male and female, are
vegetarians.

Review this list carefully, and you are bound to
conclude that it is a perfect description of the ideal
liberal society. In fact, it is probably a pretty good
description of life at, say, Brown University.

Demeaning Facts

There is a strange moral inversion in the
land. Smoking in the White House is
strictly forbidden. It is an unacceptable
social, indeed, even moral offense. But

other activities–including those that puzzle jour-
nalists like Barbara Walters–are shrugged off as a
healthy president’s way of blowing off steam or as

unfortunate personal excesses that are none of the
public’s business. 

Another example:  Politicians create intrusive
new regulations in the name of protecting our kids’
health while allowing schools to distribute con-
doms. National Review’s Washington Editor Kate
O’Beirne has quipped, “To get liberals upset about
teenage sex, you would have to convince them that
it is connected  to teenage smoking afterward.”

What is notable about the liberal agenda is that
it is not–to use a word
that used to get House
Speaker Newt Gingrich

in trouble–“normal.” It
comes from an academic,

cultural, political, and media
elite hostile to the mores and
common sense of average
Americans. My particular con-
cern, of course, is how this
agenda affects the media.

Reporters used to be ill-
dressed, annoying types who
thought of themselves as prac-
ticing a craft in a rough-and-
ready, sometimes drunken, but

always conscientious fashion. Today,
reporters are ill-dressed, annoying

types who think of themselves as
the high priests of the journal-

ism profession and who
practice their secular reli-

gion in a relentlessly self-
important and self-righteous fashion.

One recent study refers to reporters as “super-
yuppies.” As a class, most journalists share the atti-
tudes and values of the guests at the average
Manhattan dinner party. Of course, they vote
Democratic. According to one 1992 survey, 90
percent of Washington journalists voted for Bill
Clinton. Ninety percent! Among journalists, then,
George Bush won about as much of the vote as
someone would running against Party Secretary
Leonid Brezhnev in the old Soviet Union.

And the problems go much deeper. A lot of
journalists–thanks to their education in fancy
journalism programs and journalism schools–
have absorbed such trendy post-modern notions
as, “There is no objective truth.”

U.S. News & World Report columnist John
Leo recalls being hissed and booed at one journal-
ism conference when he mentioned the need for
objectivity. His experience is not uncommon.
Hostility toward truth is extremely convenient for
reporters because it frees them from the deaden-
ing and demeaning task of transmitting facts.
Actually, facts themselves are demeaned as merely
subjective interpretations of reality–unless, of
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course, we are talking about the alleged “facts” of
global warming, breast implants, or gun control.

Demonizing Moral
Authority Figures

It is no wonder that many journalists dis-
trust and dislike individuals who stand up for
truth and who strive to uphold ethical and
legal standards that

are based on moral abso-
lutes. Bill Clinton has had
his share of negative press.
Quite a few Washington
reporters have grown tired
of being played for fools or
are out to “kill the king.”
But Clinton was outpaced in
unfavorable news coverage
by his nemesis, Independent
Counsel Kenneth Starr.

When he agreed to take
the job five years ago, Starr
probably expected some White House stone-
walling and some flak from congressional Demo-
crats. But surely he never dreamed of the rabid
hostility he would encounter from the media, which
has managed to portray him as both a religious
zealot and a sexual obsessive.

Starr has never lied under oath and has never
fooled around with young interns. Yet he is regu-
larly ridiculed for such offenses as singing
hymns–not even singing hymns badly, just sing-
ing hymns. His character is painted as black as the
Hole of Calcutta. He is ruthless, unethical, strange,
unhealthy, all for conducting an investigation
aimed at discovering the truth.

Starr was also pilloried for allegedly violating
Clinton’s privacy. This is an interesting and murky
area. The media itself once had a high regard
for privacy. Certain things were just off limits. In
a famous incident after her husband lost the 1960
presidential election, Pat Nixon confronted a
couple of reporters who had shown up on the steps
of her California home for day-after reaction. She
was furious and launched into a long, unhinged
tirade, doubtless fueled by the stress and disap-
pointment of her husband’s narrow loss. The
reporters retreated and didn’t write a word about it.
They considered it out of bounds; Pat Nixon was
venting her personal grief, and there was no reason
to broadcast it to the world.

Today, is there any doubt that Pat Nixon’s
outburst would have led every evening news
show?  Nothing is off limits, from Baywatch star
Pamela Lee Anderson’s breast implants to the grief
of high school students in Littleton, Colorado

(some of whom called TV stations before 911).
Which brings us back to Ken Starr.

Violating the president’s privacy certainly both-
ered the press, but not all that much. Sexual
harassment law with which it sympathized made
possible the Paula Jones suit that precipitated
the investigation. And the press violates people’s
privacy every day. No, the problem was that the
subtext behind Starr’s investigation was that
Clinton had done something wrong in his private

life (as if anything done in
the Oval Office can be private
anyway) and that the pub-
lic could make a judgment
about his wrongdoing, and
act accordingly, i.e., impeach
and convict him.

It is judgment that really
bothers the media. And here
we arrive at a deeper, more
disturbing trend.

Unfortunately, this attitude
is no longer confined just to
the media or to other elites.

One of the more important books published in the
last year is One Nation, After All by sociologist
Alan Wolfe. In this penetrating analysis of the mid-
dle class, Wolfe demonstrates that most Americans
lead responsible, morally upright lives, but that
they are extremely reluctant to make moral judg-
ments about other people. They are also reluctant
to rely upon their private beliefs as the basis for
their opinions about public life.

Value-free tolerance is fast becoming America’s
civil religion. The media plays to and reinforces
this tendency in its depiction of religious leaders
ranging from Pat Robertson to Pope John Paul II.
Their beliefs may or may not be portrayed in a pos-
itive way, but their efforts to apply their beliefs to
such social issues as premarital and extramarital
sex, homosexuality, abortion, and euthanasia are
considered bizarre and dangerous.

Another media tendency plays into this trend:
It loves to expose hypocrites. This means targeting
public figures who uphold moral standards.

Conveniently, all of the people exposed in the
most recent round of the Clinton scandal-related
“outings” happen to be such social conservatives
as Dan Burton, Helen Chenoweth, and Henry Hyde.
The only way to be safe in the current environment
is to be Larry Flynt, who is guilty of every offense but
hypocrisy, a swine who makes no effort to lift his
snout from the muck toward something higher.
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Avoiding Judgments

Moreover, there is a general trend toward
sentimentality and compassion in the
media. Feelings are constantly elevated
over reason, compassion and good

intentions over sterner virtues like duty and honor.
Clinton’s empathy is the subject of lengthy maga-
zine articles. Sportscasters cut their coverage of
athletic events short in order to spend more air
time on the personal trials and tribulations of the
contenders. Television news networks reserve large
chunks of air time for “soft” features that go
beyond the general level of human interest.

This helps create an atmosphere in which
it is difficult to make sound moral judgments.
Here is a case in point:  In a recent Wall Street
Journal focus group, two women, asked to resolve
a contradiction between their condemnation of
Clinton’s perjury and their belief that he shouldn’t
be impeached, broke down in tears and left the
room. Many people reacted to the Clinton scandal
in a similar way: They didn’t want to confront it;
they didn’t want to judge or to have to choose
between their conflicting impulses.

Then, there is the matter of race and gender.
The media pushes a kind of politically correct
caste system of racial and gender identity.

Metropolitan newspapers are the worst institu-
tions in the country when it comes to imposing
quotas; many not only set goals for hiring but also
follow the Los Angeles Times’ example of setting
quotas for sources, and they never pass up a

chance to run features on the so-called “gender
gap” and “hate crimes.”

The gender gap, of course, isn’t a one-way
street. Republicans attract fewer female voters, and
Democrats attract fewer male voters. But the votes
of men are considered less valuable. Look at the
major news stories about Clinton’s impeachment.
Almost all of them pointed out time and time
again that the House managers were white males,
which perforce made their arguments suspect.
Meanwhile, Clinton’s attorney Cheryl Mills and
secretary Betty Currie were assumed to be the
repositories of a kind of unerring virtue based sole-
ly on their race and gender. Again, we are dealing
here with a postmodern notion that there is no
objective truth apart from identity politics.

All of this makes for a dismaying picture.
Remedying the problems of the modern media
requires a long-term overhaul, not just of the
press but of the wider culture. A couple of places to
start:  getting more conservatives in journal-
ism, which means supporting projects such as
Hillsdale College’s Dow Program in American
Journalism; exercising eternal vigilance against
media bias, as Brent Bozell’s very effective Media
Research Center does; strengthening institutions
that work to change the prevailing culture, from
the National Review Institute to conservative
institutions in higher education. Nothing, of
course, will change immediately, but it will
change–and that is worth remembering every
time we tune in to the news to find out what is
happening in our world. 
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Tibetan leader Tendzin Choegyal gives a

brief history of his country, which has suffered

great persecution since the Chinese invaded in

1949. He notes that the Chinese deliberately set

out to destroy religion, since it posed the greatest

threat to their communist ideology.

His remarks were delivered at Hillsdale’s

Center for Constructive Alternatives seminar,

“Faith and Freedom Around the World,” spon-

sored in part by the Sage Foundation, on campus

last fall.

Tibet’s Origins

T
ibet lies on a vast, arid plateau surround-

ed by steep mountain ranges in central

Asia. It is bordered by China, Myanmar

(Burma), India, Nepal, and Bhutan. Its

area is nearly 500,000 square miles and it averages

15,000 feet in altitude, which is why the encyclope-

dias often refer to Tibet as the “Roof of the World.”

According to legend, the father of all Tibetans

was a monkey and the mother an ogress. (No doubt

Charles Darwin would have been pleased by the first

image and disturbed by the second.) Tibet’s primi-

tive tribes believed in “Bon,” a shamanistic religion

in which communications between the visible

world and spiritual world were conducted by

shamans, or priests.

Sometime in the 6th century, these tribes were

consolidated into one tribe, and in the 7th century,

they became a great nation under Songtsen

Gampo, perhaps the most powerful ruler Asia had
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The youngest brother of His

Holiness the Dalai Lama,

Tendzin Choegyal was born in

1946. His first studies were as a

monk at the Drepung Monastery.

In 1959, facing extermination

by Chinese communist invaders,

he and his family fled to India.

His education continued under the

Jesuits at St. Joseph’s

College.  Upon grad-

uation, he gave up

his monk’s robes and

traveled to America

for further study.

Eventually, he re-

turned to India to

help the growing

Tibetan refugee com-

munity there and to

serve variously as

special assistant, pri-

vate secretary, and

advisor to the Dalai

Lama; as a member of the Tibetan

ministries of religion and culture

and security; and as an elected

member of the Assembly of Tibetan

People’s Deputies.

Since retiring in 1995, he has

traveled widely to promote free-

dom for Tibet and to teach the

religious precepts of Buddhism.
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Paul Marshall reports that not only does reli-

gious persecution continue worldwide but that it

is also more brutal and more widespread than

we have been led to believe by the Western media.

He urges us to make religious rights prominent

among human rights. If we do so, we should

understand and react to world politics more

clearly and more consistently.

Dr. Marshall’s remarks were delivered at

Hillsdale’s Center for Constructive Alternatives

seminar, “Faith and Freedom Around the World,”

sponsored in part by the Sage Foundation, on

campus last fall.

A
t the end of 1997, former New York Times

executive editor A. M. Rosenthal con-

fessed, “I realized that in decades of

reporting, writing, or assigning stories on

human rights, I rarely touched on one of the most

important. Political human rights, legal, civil,

and press rights, emphatically often; but the right to

worship where and how God or conscience leads,

almost never.”

The habit of ignoring religious persecution is all

too common in the West. On August 22, 1998, for

example, seven leaders of underground churches in

China released an unprecedented joint statement

calling for dialogue with the communist govern-

ment. The U.S. media virtually ignored the state-

ment, despite the fact that these leaders represent

the only nationwide group in China not under gov-

ernment control. Their membership of 15 million is

several times larger than the population of Tibet

and hundreds of times larger than the number of

China’s democracy and human rights activists. But

the press just isn’t interested.
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One of the world’s leading

authorities on religious per-

secution, Paul Marshall is a

senior fellow at Freedom House’s

Center for Religious Freedom in

Washington, D.C. He is also an

adjunct professor of philosophy

at the Free University of Amster-

dam, an adjunct

fellow at the

Claremont Insti-

tute, and an ad-

junct professor

at Fuller Theo-

logical Seminary.

Dr. Marshall

is the author

of 300 scholarly

and popular art-

icles and such

books as Just

Politics and Heaven Is Not My

Home (just released this

January). His best-selling and

award-winning 1997 survey of

religious persecution, Their

Blood Cries Out (with Lela

Gilbert), was described in the

U.S. Senate as “a powerful and

persuasive analysis [that] simply

cannot be ignored.”
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“The Fourth Estate”:
Hank Dow of Dallas, Texas, discussed his
family’s vision for a new journalism pro-
gram at Hillsdale.

▼

Syndicated radio host Michael Medved sug-
gested that much of what passes for “news”
today is really “infotainment.”

▼

James Evans, who wrote Back to the Future:
Reclaiming America’s Constitutional Heritage,
warned the public about common media myths.

▼
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